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A test method is dayeloped for evaluating the
Impaot Endurance Limit of a material. The Impact
Endurance Limit is defined aa the energy per blow in
tensile impaot loading below whioh the epeolaen will
withstand an indefinitely large number of blows with-
out rupture and this value is given for ALCOA 24ST and
143T, with and aoross the grain » and Dowmetala X and 2r-l
with the grain. Evidence is presented that this value
probably does not depend directly either on the energy
absorbed in breaking in one blow or on the brittleness
of the material.
The ability to absorb energy in failure under static
loading is shown to decrease nearly linearly with dynamic
strain, while the ability to oarry design static load is
not adversely affected by any amount of dynamic strain
short of failure.
Some shortcomings of the present test methods are
pointed out and a new machine is briefly described
whioh will be used in further investigation of repeated
tension impact.

With the current Improvements In aircraft stniotural
design methods, resulting In more efficient structures In
which the material Is worked at higher stresses. It Is
becoming Increasingly more necessary to consider the ef-
fects of dynamic loading on the structure. These loadings
are Imposed by vibration and shook, the latter being most
Important In the landing gear and attaching structure.
During the useful life of an alzplane the dynamic loadings
due to vibration are Imposed many millions of times, but
the number of heavy shock loads caused by hard landings
will probably not exceed a few thousand. Failures caused
by vibration generally occur as fatigue failures In bend-
ing. Shock failures, however, occur also In tension.
This Investigation was undertaken for the purpose
of determining the ability of various aircraft structural
alloys to withstand Impact stresses In tension and, if
possible, to correlate this property with the other
physical properties of the material. In order to give
some basis for design of parts which are to be subjected
to repeated Impacts In tension. It was Intended that the
Investigation should be extended to very large numbers
of repeated Impacts but the equipment now available did
not pennlt doing this, and It was necessary to design
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an automatic maohine to laake these extended tests.
This maohine Is now being built and will be Installed
at the Guggenheim Aeronautloal laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, as soon as It Is completed.
It will be described In an appendix.
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TENSION IMPACT TESTING
In a paper by D. S. Clark and Q. Daetwyler,
preaented at the Fbrty- first Annual Meeting of the
Amerloan Society for Testing Materials, June 1938, there
Is described a method developed at California Institute
of Technology, fbr determining fbroe~elongatlon diagrams
of metals under tension lopaot loads, (Reference b).
The apparatus therein described Is used in connection with
a standard Tlnlus^Olsen Isod Impact testing machine modi-
fied to hold specimens In a dynamometer and extensometer
mounted on a very heavy anvil, as shown In Figs. 1 and 2.
One end of the specljaen Is screwed Into the dynamometer
and a tee- shaped tup Is screwed onto the other end of the
specimen. The pendulum strikes this tup at the bottom of
Its swing and the Impact force developed Is exerted In
tension on the speolaen and dynamometer. Motion of the
tup Is communicated to the extensometer, and these two
Instruments control a cathode-ray oscillograph so that
force-time and elongation diagrams can be recorded di-
rectly on a photographic plate. By comparison with a
calibration of the machine these can be reduced and com-
bined to give stress'Strain diagrams.
Since this equipment was available at California
Institute of Technology it was decided to develop a speci-
men for the repeated iiqpact tests that could also be in-
vestigated by means of the oscillograph. This consideration
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deterfflined the dimensions of the speoioen with the excep-
tion of the gage diameter, which oould be anything less
than «375 inch. The oapaoity of the testing maohine is
120 fbot-pounds striking energy, with a maximum velocity
of the pendulum at impact of 11.3 feet per second. The
pendulum oould not be accurately set to deliver less than
about 6 foot-pounds. Since it was anticipated that it
mi^t be necessary to go to very low striking energies per
unit volume of the test specimen this restriction made it
desirable to keep the gage diameters of the specimens
fairly close to the upper limit of .375 inch. The fona
and dimensions of a typical test specimen are shown in
Fig. 3 and the manner of mounting in the testing maohine
in Fig. 1. Every effort was made to seat the threaded
ends of the specimen solidly by ti^tening the clamp screw
of the split tup and taking up on the lock nut on the dyna-
mometer end.
It was realized that the form chosen for the specimen
was an unfortunate one for the correlation of test results
with other physical properties of the material. The gage
diameter is only a little smaller than the root thread
diameter of the ends and it was feared that a portion of
the striking energy might be expended in deforming the
threads. There was never any evidence that this was occur-
ring under test however, and the consistency of the test
results removed this doubt.
The shortness of the specimen is a more serious fault.
The threaded ends are held by forces parallel to the speol-
men axis and this shear must be transferred to the interior
of the speoimen. This results in a non-uniform stress dis-
tribution within the gage length of the speoimen, sinoe the
stress tends to concentrate near the surface where the gage
length is filleted into the threaded ends. Another objec-
tion to this short length is that measured elongations in
the static tension test will be greater than the values
quoted in the literature, which give elongation in percent
for a 2 inch gage length.
Because of the considerations mentioned above it was
decided to make a preliminary survey of the effect of vari-
ation, through a limited range, of striking velocity,
specimen diameter, and gage length, replacing the heavy
anvil in the Olsen machine with an adjustable and somewhat
less rigid anvil which could be set to use gage lengths of
1, 2 I or 3 inches. The results of this survey are shown
in Figa. 4, 5, 6, and 7. The velocity investigation was
made with an aluminum forging alloy 148T, and with Dowmetal
Zl, HTA, a new high- strength magnesium-silver alloy. Ho
variation in energy absorption with striking velocity was
found with either material over the range tested; 4.5 to
11.3 feet per second.
Duralumin 24ST cut from rod stock was used lb r the in-
vestigation of diameter variation as this was believed to
be the most uniform material available. The curve of
energy absorbed per unit volume of the gage length of the
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speolmen plotted againet epeoimen diameter, Fig. 6, showe
a slight Increase for diameters less than 0.20 Inch but Is
nearly flat above this value. The maximum variation In
energy per unit volume from a diameter of 0.20 to 0.35 Inch
is five percent, which la about the magnitude of the exper-
imental error found In other tests.
Fig. 7 shows the variation In energy per unit volume
with gage length, holding the diameter constant. It was
e3q)ected that this curve would be hyperbolic In character,
that Is, that hl^ energy absorption would accompany the
short lengths, decreasing asymptotically to a constant
value for greater lengths. The curve obtained Is very
peculiar and does not follow the expected law at all, al-
thou^ it might approximate it if it were extended over a
greater range. The energy per unit volume drops off at a
gage length of about one inch and this agrees with the re-
sults obtained by H. C. Mann in his investigation of the
effect of notch length, (Reference e). Each point on our
curve was checked twice, with very close agreement, and no
reason can be suggested for its unexpected reverse curva-
ture. It must serve as a warning that results obtained in
this investigation are useful only for comparison. At
least until further investigation of variations in form
of specimen have been carried out it will be impossible
to correlate Impact values obtained with differently
shewed specimens, and some standard will have to be select-
ed in order to compare the impact resistance of different
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materials.
It Appears from tho work of H. C. Mann (Hoforenoe o)
that thero la a orltioal relooltj of lo^aot abore whioh
the energy to n^^ture deoreases «ufid that this Telooity
yaries widely for different materials and alloys. It is,
however, for all alloys tested by Mann, far above the ve~
looities attained in these tests and it oan reasonably be
assumed that we are not much oonoemed here with any velooip-
ty effeot.
It should be noted here that the difference between
BO'-called static and dynamic loadings lies in the differ-
ence in time rate of change of strain, which has the dimen-
sion (time)
, rather than in striking velocity. Suppose,
for example, that a tensile test specimen is broken in a
static tensile testing machine in one minute with an elong-
ation of 17)^; then the time rate of change of strain is of
the order of magnitude:
XT - .0018 sec'
In the dynamic test the whole phenomena takes place
in a very much shorter time. Fig. 8 shows a force-time
diagram for 1016 cold rolled steel with a calibration fre-
quency of 10 kilocycles per second. Here the same breaking
strain is reached in 0.002£ seconds andi
---7/ sec
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This Is 27,500 times as fast as in the static test.
It may be that this function, /^\, » or Its
average value up to the yield point, has a critical value
which Is more intimately connected with variations of




Determination of Inpaot Snduranoe Limit
i
If speolmene of a material are struck until they
break, varying the striking energy but keeping everything
else constant, and number of blows to break, N, plotted
against atrikiniR: energy, E, we obtain curves resembling
hyperbolae, as in Figs. 9, 10, and 11. Fractional values
for N are obtained by adding: to the number of non-bi»eaking
blows the quotient obtained by dividing the energy absorb-
ed on the final blow by the initial energy of the blow.
It appears from examination of the trend of these
curves that there must be some limiting value for the
striking energy below which the specimen can withstand the
blow indefinitely, or at least for a very large number of
blows, and this limiting value should serve as a basis for
comparison of the strengths under repeated impact of the
various materials. A more convenient method of plotting
the same data for determination of this limiting energy
value is shown in Figs. 12 to 19, where N/E is plotted
against U and the reciprocal of the slope of this line
over the strai^t portion to the ri^t is the Impact En-
durance Limit, El» corresponding to the vertical asymptote
of the curve in Fig. 9. These curves are plotted together
for comparison in Fig. 20. Values of E^ for all of the
materials tested are noted on the curve for each material
and in Table 1.
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The lapaot Endurance Limit, Sx,, tor 248T rod was also
determined using a 2 Inoh gage length, Fig. 16, In order
to find whether any correlation of thla value with speolaen
else existed. From Fig. 7, whloh shows the effect of vari-
ation In Bpeolmen length on energy absorbed per unit volume
when the specimen breaks In one blow, It can be seen that
the energy per unit volume with gage length of 2 Inches Is
62^ of the energy per unit volume when the gage length la
1 Inch, It was expected that the ti^i, for the 2 Inch length
would be In e^proxlmately the same proportion, per unit
volume, to the Ej^ for the 1 Inch length. However, the %
for the 2 Inch length, 13.6 ft. lbs., Is only QQfi of twloe
the value for the 1 Inch length, 9.87 ft. Iba. , and no cor-
relation can be made between specimens of different lengths.
This Is very unfortunate because unless this correlation
can be made, the Impact Endurance Limit, as now detexvlned,
can not be regarded solely as a physical property of the
material useful In design of structures, but also must be
regarded as a function of the test conditions. In aplte
of this failure to establish a correlation. It Is a very
useful value for comparison of the endurance strengths of
various alloys If It Is determined under standardised test
conditions.
A very Interesting phenomenon should be noted here.
Examination of Fig. 9, showing K vs £ for Duralvualn with
and cross grain, reveals a crossing over of the curves*
and the same crossing appears more markedly In Fig. 10
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with the two Dowmetalfl. In both oases the material whloh
absorbed the most energy to break In one blow, i.e., the
more ductile, had the lower endurance limit, E^. Table 1
gives these values. Compare eflpecially the two Dowmetals,
whore Z-l absorbed 61 foot pounds in one blow compared with
73 foot pounds with Dowmetal X, however, the E^ value for
the ^1 alloy was 6.0 ft. lbs. and that fbr the X alloy
was 4.0 ft. lbs. The fracture in Z-1 is of the brittle
type, with no sliding along shear planes, while X shows the
45 failures characteristic of ductile materials. These
are shown in Fig. 21.
From this it appears that the energy absoiption in the
single-blow tension impact test is not even approximately a
measure of the resistance of the material to repeated ten-
sion impact B, and further, that stronger and less ductile
materials which designers have generally avoided in parts
subjected to iEqpaot, may actually be much superior to soft-
er materials in their ability to withstand repeated blows
of small energy.
The process of strain progression under repeated im-
paot is shown in Fig. 22. The diameter of the specimen
across the smallest cross- sect ion was measured after each
blow and sectional area plotted against number of blows.
It would have been preferable to plot elongation rather
than sectional area but it was difficult to measure elong-
ations accurately without removing the specimen fjx>m the
machine. It can be seen that the area reduction is quite
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rapid In th« first few blows, then slows to a nearly con-
stant value until near failure, when necking-down beoomee
very rapid. It Is probable that a slailliur curve for an
Impaot energy below the iSnduranoe Limit of the specimen
would approach a horlsontal asymptote as N became large
and strain hardening raised the proportional limit.
Fig. 23 shows the method of obtaining energy absorbed
In breaking a specimen In a single blow when this energy
le greater than the oapaolty of the machine. N va £ is
plotted on lo^log coordinates and ai^ears as a stral^t
line over Its lower portion. This Is extrapolated down
to U • 1 and the breaking energy read. All values of Eq,
energy required to break In one blow, greater than 120 foot
pounds were obtained In this way.
£ffeot of Dynamlo Straining on Energy Absorptive Capacity;
*hlle Investigating the effect of oynamlc loadings It
was thou^t that It ml^t be of some Interest to determine
the effect of dynamlo straining upon the energy absorptive
oapaolty under etatlo loads of an aluminum alloy. The alloy
selected was ALCOA 24ST as this material le widely used In
the aircraft Industry. Our standard type Impact specimen.
Fig. 3, Was used In this study. The speoimene were made
up in the rose- grain direction as this gives the most con-
eervatlve results. They had a gage length of one Inch and
a diameter of 0.375",
The dynamic straining was aooompllshed in the impact
machine using a striking energy of 10 ft. lbs. per blow.
Sight specimens were subjected to a varying number of
blows as indicated In the following tablet
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3peolmen number al^t failed after 79 blows. The
first seven speolnens were broken In tension In a standard
tatlo testing maohlne. The load-elongation curves for
these seven speolmens are plotted In Fig. 24. £aoh ourve
is offset to the rl^t an anount equal to Its dynanlo
straining. By integrating the area under the various curves
the amount of energy absorbed in static rupture can be detez^
mined. The ratio of energy absorbed in static rupture after
dynamio straining to energy absorbed in static rupture after
no dynamio loading vs. the ratio of dynamio strain to total
•train is plotted in Fig. 25.
The effect upon the yield point stress was determined
at the same time. This is given in Fig. 26 as yield point
stress vs ratio of dynamio strain to total strain. The
yield point stress was chosen ae that stress whloh gave a
permanent strain of 0.002. The original area before dynamic
loading was used in oalculation of all stresses.
Eig^t more specimens of the same material wez*e given
the same dynamio straining. Following this straining the
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Rookwell hardness of the various apeoimens was determined
In the following manner. First the average Hookwell hard-
ness was determined around the periphery of each speolmen
at about the middle of Its gage length. Then, the speci-
mens were out In half at the middle of their gage length
and the hardness determined across the face. The dynamic
straining appeared to have little or no effect upon the
hardness ae determined by the two methods. Of oourae,
ellgihtly higher hardness values were obtained when measur-
ing in a direction perpendicular to the grain than when
measuring In a direction parallel to the grain.
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QSNfiRAL DI9CU93I0N
Table 1 shows the Impact Endurance Limits obtained
for all the alloys tested, also this limiting energy as
a percentage of the energy required to break in one blow.
The latter value is roughly constant for all the more
ductile alloys but is nearly double this average for
Dowmetal 2-1, the only brittle alloy tested. It is not,
however, a direct function of the brittleness. Compare
24ST with 143T: the latter has a hi^er yield stren^h
and lees elongation; as mi^t be expected it absorbs less
energy to fail in one blow, yet its Impact Endurance Limit
is also lower and the ratio of the two energies is nearly
the same as for 24ST.
It is suggested that the Impact Endurance Limit of
a material may serve to define its "tou^iness". This
quality is rather loosely defined and is not now measured
by any physical test. It is generally regarded as being
indirectly associated with the brittleness or ductility,
yet not measured by them. The repeated impact test seems
to the authors to fit the gener«Q.ly accepted definition of
the teiTO well enou^ to serve as a measure of the property.
In the sixth column of Table 1 are tabulated the
Impact Endurance Limits divided by the densities of the
various materials, so as to give a figure of merit for
each alloy on a weight basis. It can be seen that 248T
still appears the best of all the materials tested, the
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value for the forging alloy 143T being rather disappoint-
ing In oomparlson. Dowmetal Z-1 appeare to good advantage
but It 8 apparent sensitivity to stress oonoent rat ions as
noted in the tests should have further invest Igat ion. All
of the specimens of this material broke near the end of
the gage length, at the beginning of the fillet, even after
speoial precautions had been taken to make the fillets
smooth. This did not, in general, happen with any other
material. However, in the case of some of the other
specimens which failed after more than 1000 blo^rs, failure
did occur near the endn. It is felt that in any further
research larger fillets should be used.
Dowmetal X showed a tendency to open un fine circum-
ferential cracks along machining narks Invieible to the
naked eye and pt places other thnji f'here the bre.?-k oocured.
Photogrriphs of typical breaks of the two Dowmetnls sjid 243T
cut from rod are shown in Fig. 21*
Effect of Dynamic Gtrflining:
Two Importrnt effects of straining of the aluminum
alloy 243T are indicated by our re suit n. Thene are;
(1) }lapid increase in yield point stress with amount
of straining;
(2) Decrease in the energy absorption capacity with
increase in straining.
In our tests the straining was ecoompllshed by load-
ing dynamically as mentioned in the description of the tests.
It should be borne in mind that the original area baaed on
a diameter of 0.375* was used in the calculation of stresses
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and not th« reduced are* following dynamic straining. The
yield point stress vs ratio of dynamlo strain to tdfcil elong-
ation at rupture is plotted in Fig. 26. The rapid increase
in yield point stress with amount of straining is clearly
indicated. The ft) roe- elongation diagrams plotted in Fig. 24
also show the same phenomenon. As yield point stress in-
creases, the material will absorb lees and leas energy in
static rupture. This fact is indicated in Fig. 24 where
the fb ree-elongation diagrams are given. The area under
the curve for 50 blows equals about ZOJb of the area under
the curve for no blows. Even one blow, which produced an
elongation of about 0.024'' in one Inch gage length, re-
duced the energy absorption capacity 14^. This effect is
also indicated in Fig. 25. After a somewhat rapid decrease
in energy absorption capacity with a small amount of strain-
ing our results indicate that with further straining the
energy absoxption capacity decreases linearly. However,
sinoe we actually tested only a few specimens our results,
plotted in Fig. 26, can only indicate the general nature
of the relationship.
Our results indicate that any part that has been
dynamioally strained in tension short of actual rupture
can still safely carry its design static load even though
some reduction in area has taken place.
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APPSMDIX
It is well known that undar repeated loading and
unloading or reversal of streeaea, failure oan be produced
by at re 8 see smaller than the ultimate strength of the
material as determined by the static test. The magnitude
of stresses required to produoe this failure deoreases with
increase in number of cycles or rereveal up to a certain
point. This weakening of the material is spoken of as
fatigue* and the test fbr such stresses is called an endur-
anee teat. The stress which a given material will stand
fbr an infinite number of reversals without failure is
known as the endurance limit for that material. The en-
durance limits fbr practically all structural materials
have been detercnined and are available; however, it should
be boxifie in mind that a truly dynamic loading was not used
in the determination of this endurance limit.
The European investigator R. Plank reported in Refer-
ence (a) that some materials appear to have a hi^er elas-
tic limit and ultimate strength under dynamic loading than
under static loading. He further stated that it would ap-
pear that materials could be divided into two groins. Fbr
one group, failure occurs at a distinct permanent strain.
Such materials are soft, plastic, like soft steel which
can stand large forces if they act for a short time so
that no dangerous permanent strains can occur. This group
exhibit 8 greater strength under dynamic than under static
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loading. The other group aqopeara to fall at a certain
maxlaum allowable fbroe, whloh of course under dynamic
loading can ooour at very email etralne. Such materials
are brittle and hard like glass, cast Iron, and pitch. As
a group these materials have lower strenj^hs and absorb less
energy under dynamic loading than they do under static load-
ing,
Much more recently D, 3. Clark and a. Daetwyler In
Reference (b) report that under dynamic loading most struc-
tural materials, whloh have been tasted to date, have higher
yield and ultimate strengths and absorb more energy In rupture
than under static loading. However, their Investlt^ntlons In-
dicate that most materials do not have the same percent elong-
ation under dynamic as under static loading.
li. C. kann In Reference (o) reports the dynamic «ind
static strengths of those materials tested by himself to be
different. In general, he finds that the dynamic strengths
are greater.
In the standard type of endurance test the frequency
of application of the load appears to have some effect upon
the endurance limit. J. Jenkln reports in Heferenoe (d)
that at frequenolea of 60,000 and 120,000 cycles per minute
he fbund a considerable increase in the endurance limit of
mild steel over that fbund at lower frequencies.
In view of the apparent variation in ultimate and other
strengths of a material with the type and rapidity of load-
ing it would appear that an Investigation of the effeot of
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z*6peatod impaots would be of interest. Suoh an InTeetlga-
tlon would have to be oarried to a large number of Irapaote
to glTe any Information regarding the effeot of dynamio
loading on the endurance limit. As mentioned in the in-
troduction, the authors have designed a maohine whioh
they hope will aid in the study of the reaction of materials
to repeated dynamio loadings. This design is illustrated
in Fig. 27. Essentially it consists of a falling carriage
whioh is guided by two vertical rails. Between the rails
at the bottom is a heavy blook or anvil with a vertical
hole bored directly below the center of the falling carriage.
The specimen to be tested is threaded on both ends. The up-
per end of the specimen is screwed into the base of the
carriage, and onto the lower end of the specimen is to be
screwed a bloclt with any desired mass. When the carriage
is released it drops striking the anvil. The specimen and
its attached mass do not strike the anvil as they pass into
the vertical opening in the latter. With the striking of
the carriage on the anvil, the mass on the lower end of
the specimen exerts a dynamic tensile fbrce on the specie
men.
The hei^t of drop can be regulated from one to about
eig^t feet. The latter drop should give a striking velocity
of the order of 22 ft. per second if the sliding resistance
between the guide rails and the hammer can be kept to a
minimum. By oontrolllng both hei^t of drop and mass of
the attached blocks striking velocity and striking energy
can be made independent variables. This is not possible
with prevailing types of pendulum impact machines. This
-20-
feature will make It possible to use striking energies of
such magnitudes that the specimen will not be plastloally
deformed by any one Impact, At the same time the striking
velocity can be varied over a range of from about 6 to 22
feet per seoond.
An eleotrlo motor with a built-in reduction unit
drives the vertical chain. This continuously moving chain
picks up the carriage by means of the "pick up" mechanism
Illustrated In Fig. 28. This mechanism Is controlled by
two pairs of guide slots. The one "^alr guides the chain
drive while the other operates the "pick up" mechanism to
release or drop the carriage at any desired height. At
present the machine Is designed to operate at a speed which
will give five Impacts per minute, however, methods of per-
mitting faster operation will be provided. The reaction of
oertaln materials to repeated dynamic loadings of the order
of 10,000 times Is of Interest to the aircraft designer
and should offer lle^t on any definite trend. A larger
number of loadings can be applied either by leaving the
specimen In the machine for a protracted period or arrang-
ing for faster operation of the equipment. As stated pre-
viously, this machine Is now being built at the Gkiggenhela
Aeronautical Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
Upon Its completion and calibration It will be used to study
the effect of repeated dynamic tensile loadings on various
materials used In the aircraft Industry.
-21-
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